University Of Naples Parthenope

EXCHANGE FACT SHEET 2023-2024

Erasmus+ code I NAPOL103

Address
Ufficio Servizi Internazionalizzazione e Comunicazione Linguistica - USICL (International Relations Office)
Via Ammiraglio Ferdinando Acton, 38
Palazzina Moderna – Ground Floor
80133 Naples (Italy)

Parthenope Website
https://www.uniparthenope.it/

International Students Website
https://international.uniparthenope.it/

Erasmus+ Students Website
https://internazionalelingue.uniparthenope.it/
(“Incoming Students”)

Link to degrees and course programmes
https://oriente.uniparthenope.it/

English Courses taught in English
https://international.uniparthenope.it/

Erasmus+
Enriching lives, opening minds.
Mobility Office contacts

**ROLE**

**HEAD OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS SERVICE**

Dr. VIRGINIA FORMISANO  
Tel: 0039 81 5475826

**INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS**

Maria Laura Eliardi M.A.  
MRS Annamaria Tonacci  
Tel: 0039 81 5475864 - 5240

**OUTGOING ERASMUS+ STUDENTS**

MRS. Vincenza Ranieri  
Payment of mobility grants  
MRS Annamaria Tonacci  
ECTS  
MRS Annunziata Gambardella  
Outgoing students and support to the office manager  
Tel: 0039 81 5474237 - 5240 - 5248

**INCOMING ERASMUS+ STUDENT/INTER-INSTITUTIONAL AGREEMENTS**

Dr. MARIA RITA CASTALDI  
Tel: 0039 81 5475623

---

**E-MAIL OFFICE:**  
OUTGOING/INCOMING/AGREEMENTS

internazionale.lingue@uniparthenope.it;  
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

https://international.uniparthenope.it/
Erasmus+ Academic Coordinators

Prorettore Vice-Rector
Professor Vito Pascazio
E-mail: international.vicerector@unipathenope.it;

DISEG
Department of Economics and Law Studies
Professor Raffaella Antinucci
E-mail: raffaella.antinucci@unipathenope.it;

DISAE
Department of Business and Economic Studies
Professor Rita De Siano
E-mail: rita.desiano@unipathenope.it;

DISAQ
Department of Business and Quantitative Studies
Professor Paolo Mazzocchi
E-mail: paolo.mazzocchi@unipathenope.it;

DIGIU
Department of Law
Professor Francesca Salerno
E-mail: francesca.salerno@unipathenope.it;
Professor Eufraxia Sena
E-mail: eufraxia.sena@unipathenope.it;

DING
Department of Engineering
Professor Stefania Campopiano
E-mail: stefania.campopiano@unipathenope.it;

DISMEB
Department of Movement Sciences and Wellness
Professor Rosaria Arcone
Professor Bronwen Hughes
E-mail: erasmus.dismeb@unipathenope.it;

DIST
Department of Sciences and Technologies
Professor Palma Simoniello
E-mail: palma.simoniello@unipathenope.it;

DiSEGIM
Department of Economics – Law – IT Sport (Nola)
Professor Emilio Amideo
E-mail: emilio.amideo@unipathenope.it;
Professor Silvia Zollo
E-mail: silvia.zollo@unipathenope.it;

Our 6 Buildings:
HOW TO NOMINATE YOUR STUDENTS

Nomination

SEND AN EMAIL TO
internazionale.lingue@uniparthenope.it

 NOMINATIONS DEADLINES
• 1st term:
  March, 15th - June, 15th
• 2nd term:
  July, 15th - October, 30th

How to apply

APPLICATION DOCUMENTS
• Passport;
• European Health Insurance Card

APPLICATION PROCESS
https://uniparthenope.esse3.cineca.it/Home.do;jsessionid=CCE_D2A-77AF54E50858C51F7AF80EEC51.esse3-uniparthenope-prod-027cod_lingua=eng;
https://uniparthenope.erasmusmanager.it/incoming/login.aspx

APPLICATION FORM DEADLINES STUDENTS
• 1st term:
  June, 16th - July, 31st
• 2nd term:
  October, 31th - November, 30th

LANGUAGE OF INSTRUCTION
Mainly Italian but some lessons are also taught in English
https://international.uniparthenope.it/all-courses/
Ci vediamo a Napoli!
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